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Effects of nonconservation of parity in two-electron atoms and ions arising in the presence of neutral weak 
currents are considered. It is shown that for an ion of the carbon isotope C 13V the degree of asymmetry in 
the emission of photons with respect to the direction of the magnetic field H attains the value of unity for 
H - 106 G. In weak magnetic fields the degree of asymmetry of photon emission and the degree of circular 
polarization is of the order of 10-4 for He atoms and C13V and Cu XXVIII ions. 

PACS numbers: 31.10.Bb 

The existence of a weak interaction between the elec
trons and the nucleus in an atom can become evident as 
a result of different phenomena of nonconservation of 
parity in atomic transitions involving radiation(l,2). 
These phenomena include the appearance of circular 
polarization of the emitted photons and the asymmetry 
of emission of photons with respect to a magnetic field 
or to the initial spin of the atom. In the presence of 
weak neutral currents violation of parity in atoms oc
curs in terms of the order of G1J2 ~ 10-16, where G is 
the Fermi weak interaction constant, 1) = maZ is the 
characteristic momentum of an electron in an atom, m 
is the electron mass, (J is the fine structure constant, 
Z is the nuclear charge. However, there exist different 
mechanisms which amplify the effects of nonconserva
tion of parity[3-7). In order for it to be possible to ob
serve these effects it is necessary that the line being 
studied in a spectrum should be sufficiently intense, the 
degree of polarization or of asymmetry P should be not 
too small and the accidentally present electric or mag
netic fields should not be able to simulate the effects of 
nonconservation of parity. 

For one-electron or single-valent atoms or ions in 
all cases that have been discussed P:s 10-., the lines 
being investigated are very weak, and the limitations 
imposed on the external accidental fields are very 
rigid(5). We consider two-electron or doubly-valent 
atoms and ions and shall study effects of nonconserva
tion of parity involving the metastable level 21;0[7). The 
one-quantum decay mode of the level 2 1So into the 
ground state with the emission of Ml photons is deter
mined by the hyperfine interaction VHF, as a result of 
which the 23 S1 level is admixed to the 2 1So level (the 
remaining levels of the same parity lie far away and 
one can neglect their admixture). Thus, this mode is 
absent for a spinless nucleus. 

The expression for VHF useful for the calculation 
of matrix elements with S-states has the form 

V 8n 2 m 1: T "'( ) Hy=-gfl, - OJ 6 rj t 

3 mp 
j=t,2 

(1 ) 

where O"j are the Pauli matrices, T is the nuclear spin, 
rj are the electron coordinates, iJ.o is the Bohr mag
neton, m is the electron mass, mp is the proton mass, 
g is the gyromagnetic ratio for the nucle'us. 

When parity is not conserved also another single
quantum mode appears for the same decay involving the 
emission of E1-photons. Violation of parity is due to the 
weak interaction Vw which mixes S- and P- levels of 
the atom and which is proportional to the product of the 
electron and the nuclear neutral currents. The expres-
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sion for Vw can be obtained from the amplitude of the 
weak interaction process, which in the momentum 
representation has the form 

2-"·G;P'1:(g.+h.l")"',"'p.~1~··n) (g •.• +h •. nl!'··) ) "'.... (2) 
where I/Je and I/Jp,n are the electron and the nucleon 
(proton or neutron) wave functions, G is the Fermi 
constant, g and h are coefficients depending on the 
model being used, 'YiJ. are the Dirac matrices. We have 
omitted in the nuclear current in (2) terms containing 
qiJ. and qv0iJ.v, where q is the transferred momentum, 
0iJ.v = -i('Yv'YiJ. - 'YiJ.}'v), The smallness of these terms 
is related to the smallness of the characteristic atomic 
momenta compared to the characteristic nuclear mo
menta. 

Going over to the nonrelativistic approximation for 
the nucleus and taking into account only that part of (2) 
which violates parity we obtain 

2-"·G{h,gp .• ("'.+1,'1jl.) (ljlp~.ljlp .• )+g.hp .• (",.+a~Ijl,) (",:'.I1"··)ljlp .• )}. 

where O"(P,n) are the Pauli matrices for the proton 
(neutron). Averaging over the motion of the nucleons in 
the nucleus we obtain an expression for Vw in the 
momentum representation: 

VW=2-'I·G(aY.+baT). 

where T is the nuclear spin, a and b are constants 
characterizing the magnitude of the neutral currents. 
In our case the term with }'5 is not operative, since it 
does not mix states with different total electron angular 
momenta, such as 2 1So and 23 P 1 • The constant b is 
determined by the relation 

< . nl ~ (P)+ ~ (n) 1 n\ 
bT= IjlT x',i..;. II, x. ,i..;. II, IjlT /' 

, . 
where I/Jrt is the wave function describing the state of 
the nucleus with spin T, while the summations are ex
tended over all the protons (neutrons) of the nucleus. 
In the Weinberg model[8) Kp = -Kn = 0.24. 

In the nonrelativistic approximation in coordinate 
space the operator Vw for two electrons has the form 

bG 1: . Vw =-- {TV,+i[Tlli] Vi}6(3) ('j) , 
2~/1m . (3) 

i_t,2 

where O"j are the Pauli matrices for the electron. 

The probability of a single quantum transition taking 
into account both decay modes in the presence of an ex
ternal magnetic field H and also of a random electric 
field E is equal to 

dQ 
. dWIT=W,,'T {1+nhP+ (eh) (nh)Q}-, 

4n 
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(4) 
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where h = H/B, € = E/E, n = k/k, k is the photon mo
mentum, w!I is the total probability of a single quan-

tum transition in the absence yf a weak interaction. In 

the above we have w!l = Jf'~s3, where w!~ is the prob
ability of a single quantum transition to the ground state 
from the 23Sl level, while Jf' is the admixture coefficient 
of this level to the 2 ~o level due to the hyperfine inter
action VHF' These quantities are equal to: 

n • 
w" = 1.0·10-'aHZe"m=3·1O-"Z."m, 

. 7 [1(lH) ]'1. a'Z'gm' 
~=<2'S,IVH,12'S'>L8-'=- -- ---

12 2 m.L. 

=5.5.1O-"[/(/H) p gmZ' , 
. L. 

where Ze is the effective nuclear charge, Z is the 
nuclear charge, I is the nuclear spin, g is the gyromag
netic ratio, mp is the proton mass, Ls is the energy 
difference, Ls = tf(2 lS0) - tf(2'Sl)' 

All the formulas for the transition probabilities and 
for Vw contain the effective nuclear charge Ze, while 
the formulas for the matrix elements VHF contain the 
true charge Z. This is explained by the fact that the 
tranSition probabilities and Vw are determined by the 
external valence electrons, while the matrix elements 
are wholly determined by the behavior of the wave func
tions of the internal electrons near the nucleus. In the 
case of many-electron neutral atoms Ze"'" I, and in the 
case of multiply charged ions with a small number of 
electrons Ze ~ Z. 

The probability of transition, taking into account .the 
circular polarization of the photons or the asymmetry 
with respect to the initial spin of the atom, is obtained 
from (4) by replacing nh by ns or nt with the same 
value of P, where s and I: are the photon and the 
atomic spins. The expression for P has the form[7] 

21,L"H (Wp,'T )'1. 
P=P,+P.. P, (L.,H)'+rN4+1" 1=1'+1', 1,= ws,n . 11 .. 

bGm'(aZ ~'[2/(lH) P' ( R )-(.~eJ' 
1I,=<2'S,IVw I2'P,>=0, e _ 

32n a, 
R _(11-';)1 ) 

=o,bm.1.0.10-" (-;;:- ) e Z",'[/(lH)]"', 0,=1, 0,=2"', (5 

LJr,=$(2'p,)-8(2'S,), r,=w~l =4·fQ-·a'Z,'m 

=10-uZe'm, r,=w~1! =1O-'a'Ze'm=10-"Z:m. 

Here rZ is the width of the 2l P l ievels, w* are the 
probabilities of Single quantum transitions from these 
levels to the ground state, R is the nuclear radius, ao 
is the Bohr radius l) • 

The difference between the energy levels L~l is 
evaluated taking into account the Zeeman shift of the 
sublevel of 21 P 1 which has the value of the component 
of the total angular momentum M = +1 in the magnetic 

field H: L~l = L~Z - j.4 0 H. The sublevel with M = 1 is 
the sublevel which comes closer to the 2 ~o level as H 
increases. We note that we are considering such a situ
ation when the Z.eeman splitting is much greater than 
the hyperfine splitting: j.4oH/ AHF » I, and therefore 
the whole hyperfine multiplet behaves in a magnetic 
field as a single entity. For the same reason we neglect 
the Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine components of the 
2 ~o level. In the situation which is of further interest 
to us we can also neglect the Zeeman splitting of the 
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23 Sl level, i.e., the dependence of Ls on H, since the 
distance Ls is suffiCiently great (J.1.oH/Ls « 1). 

We note further that the magnetic field does not alter 
the transition probabilities in our case. Indeed, the 
transition 2~l - 1 ~o is allowed in the magnetic field 
only if the spin-orbit interaction is taken into account: 

w~1 (H)-Il,H(aZ.)'wkVLs; 

with the values of the intensity H of the magnetic field 
which we are considering we have J.1.oH(aZe)2/Ls «.Jf'. 
Finally we note that only the first term in (3) makes a 
contribution to P l (the singlet-singlet transition in (5)) 
while only the second term in (3) makes a contribution 
to P, (the singlet-triplet transition in (5))2) 

The last term in (4) arises without the participation 
of the weak interaction under the influence of random 
electric fields, and under the experimental conditions 
must not exceed in magnitude the second term in (4). 
This imposes restrictions on the allowable value of the 
random fields E. The correlation (£h) (nh) is aT-odd 
one and must vanish in the absence of the fields E and 
H, and therefore the magnitude of Q is proportional to 
H, E and to the level width r. In order of magnitude the 
coefficient Q is equal to[5] 

(6) 

where d = do/Ze , do = eao, e is the electron charge, ao 
is the Bohr radiUS, J.1.o is the Bohr magneton. 

For 2lpl level the coefficient C l ~ 1, while for the 
23P 1 level the coefficient Ca ~ (aZ)2, since the mixing 
of the 23P l and ?~o levels occurs only with the partici
pation of the spin-orbit interaction. Taking into account, 
moreover, that the transition 23P 1 - l lSo is forbidden 
and is lifted only by the spin-orbit interaction, we ob
tain w~ ~ (aZ)\v?t (cf., (3)) and Q, ~ «(lZ)~l' This 
circumstance considerably relaxes the restrictions im
posed on the external random electric fields when the 
levels are moved closer together by a magnetic field. 
The electric field also creates additional obstacles for 
observing the effect as a result of the Stark broadening 
of the 2~o level, and this leads to the single quantum 
decay with the emission of E1-photons. 

If the M1- and E1-photons are not distinguished in 
the experiment this leads to an effecti ve decrease in P. 
Therefore there arises a second condition imposed on 
E according to which the Stark broadening must not ex
ceed the value of w~l' This condition has the form[5] 

( a.E )' Wp,'T 
-- --<1 
ZeLPlH ws"tT 

(7) 

and determines the allowable value of E when the ex
periment is performed without an external special mag
netic field. The condition Q « P then determines the 
allowable value of the random magnetic fields. 

As a result of experiments with beams of ions pass
ing through a foil (beam-foil spectroscopy) still another 
difficulty can arise: a correlation of the form (Nn) (nh) 
appears where N is the normal to the foil (a pseudo
vector )[ 9). The coefficient in front of this correlation 
may be of the order of unity, and therefore it can be 
eliminated without losses only for P ~ 1. 

All the quantities in the expression for P can be 
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conveniently rewritten in units of rl: 

(8) 

It is obvious that the 2 'So and 2P 1 can be moved closer 
tOllether by a magnetic field by decreasing the value of 
Lplto rl(xl ~ 1) .. If (3;:' I, then the degree of asym
metry P can in thIS case be made to be of the order of 
unity. For (3 « 1 the value of prax '" {3l' as can be 
seen from (8). In the case of a hydrogenlike atom 
(3 ~ 10-sZ-s [S], while in the case of two-electron atoms, 
as may be seen from (8), {3l » I, if the charge Ze is 
not too great, and for (3Z '" Xl we obtain P '" 1. The width 
of the range of values of H in which P ~ 1 is deter
mined in accordance with (3) by the relation J..I.o~H '" Yl, 
Le., 

tJ.HIH~'f,fftoH~'flILplO. 

Under such conditions the observation of single
quantum decay, i.e., the experimental statistics, be
comes the principal problem. If one assumes that when 
the atoms are being excited the 2~0 and 2SP 1 levels 
are equally populated, then at the frequency of the 
single-quantum transition of interest to us intense radi
ation arises from the wing of the Breit-Wigner distribu
tion for the 2l P 1 level. This can considerably diminish 
the degree of asymmetry P. However, the metastable 
nature of the 2'So level provides a possibility of meas
uring its decay modes by the delay method, when after 
the excitation of the atoms a certain time elapses prior 
to the beginning of measurement during which the 2l P 1 
levels are vacated. The principal mode of decay of the 
2~0 level is the two-quantum decay with the probability 
w Y '" 2 . 10-2°Z~mo The statistics of the experiment, 
i.e., the relative number of quanta of interest to us, is 
determined thus by the relationship 

w~1Iw2'~O.5 ·10-" (gml Ls) 'z, lO (ZIZ,) '. 

Here it is assumed that steps have been taken to pre
vent the two-quantum radiation from reaching the ap
paratus recording the asymmetry, i.e., that a filter is 
inserted which passes radiation in a relatively narrow 
frequency band ~w. In the presence of the filter the 
number of photons resulting from two-quantum decay 
which reach the recording apparatus is reduced by a 
factor of (~w/ WS)2 where wS is the frequency of the 
transition 2'So - l'So. The value of ~w must be 
chosen so that this number would be smaller than the 
number of photons from Single-quantum decay. 

We now exhibit several specific examples. 

1. The HesI atom. For it I", Y2, g '" 4.2, Z '" 2, Ze 
'" 1.353), LS '" 6.4 X 103 cm- 1 '" 1.6 '10- 6 m, Lp1 '" 4.8 
x lOS cm-1 '" 1.2 x 10-6 m, Lp3 '" 2.8 x 103 cm-1 '" 0.70 
x 10- 6 m, w§l '" 0.8 x 10'4 sec- ' '" 1.1 x 10-35 m, 
w!l /w2Y 1.6 x 10-16, {31 '" 0.2 X 103 b, (33 '" 1.0 X 106 b. 

In the absence of a magnetic field P , '" 0.2 X 10-3 b, 
P S '" 0.7 X 10-7 b. In the Weinberg model for the Hes 
nucleus we obtain b '" bW '" 0.24. Restrictions on the 
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random fields are: Hmax < 107 G, Emax < 0.1 V/cm. 
The degree of asymmetry P can be made to approach 1 
in a magnetic field of H ~ 107 G. In this case the re
striction on the random electric field becomes almost 
as strong as for hydrogen[5]: Emax < 3 x 10-8 V/cm. 
Fields of intensity H ~ 107 G are at present unattain
able. In the absence of a field the main Obstacle to 
measurements is the smallness of the ratio wSl /w2y , 
i.e., the small yield of the required photons. 

2. The C lSV ion4). For it I '" Y2, g '" 1.4, Z '" 6 Rl Ze, 
LS '" 6.0 X 104 cm- ' '" 1.5 x 10-5 m, Lp1 '" 3.5 X 104 cm- ' 

'" 0.67 x 10-5 m, Lp3 '" 1.3 x 102 cm-1 '" 3.2 x 10-8 m, 

w~l '" 2 x 10-8 sec- ' '" 1.8 x 10-29 m, wSl /w2y 2.5 x 10- '3 , 

{31 '" 1.6 b, {3s '" 0.65 X lOs b (in the Weinberg model 
b '" bw '" 0.24 and {31 ~ 1, (3s» 1). 

In the absence of a magnetic field P , = 2.2 X 10-4 b, 
Ps = 1.8 X 10-4 b. The restrictions on the ra!ldom fields 
are: Hmax < 6 x 105 G, Emax < 102 V/cm. 

In view of the anomalously small separation of the 
2 'So and 23p , levels (cf.,l",12]) the carbon ion is the 
most favorable object for the measurement of the 
asymmetry P in a magnetic field. The Zeeman sublevel 
of the 23p , level with the value of the component of the 
angular momentum M = +1 crosses over with the 2'So 
level in the field of H = 106 G, and this is already on the 
threshold of being possible. In this case it is also 
necessary to take into account the fact that the 23P O 

and 2 3 PZ levels are also very close to 2~0. The 23P 2 
level also has a sublevel with the component M = +1, 
and therefore the sublevel which crosses with 2 ~o in 
the magnetic field of H ~ 106 G does indeed consist of 
a mixture of the sublevels of 23 p , and 23P2 with the 
same values of M '" +1. For the determination of 

L~3 we must, thus, directly diagonalize the operator 
for the interaction with a magnetic field at the two 
aforementioned levels. The solution of the correspond
ing secular equation is 

LIj,3~F ~3 -'/2 ((tJ.p+3~.oH) - (tJ./+fto'H2) '''}, 

where ~ P == @"(2 3P2) - @"(2 Sp ,). The width of the range 
of values of H for which P ~ 1, is equal to ~ Rl 1 G. 
Thus, there exists a quite narrow "resonance" in the 
asymmetry to hit which, apparently, is also an experi
mental problem. The restriction on the random electric 
fields now turns out to be the following: Emax < 10-6 
V/cm. 

3. The Cu 6SXxVIII ion. The 2 'So and 2sP , levels 
cross in addition to Z = 6 also at Z = 29 [11,12], and 
this corresponds to the two-electron copper ion. In this 
case I '" %, g '" 1.45, Z '" 29 '" Ze, LS '" 0.75 X 10-4 m, 
Lp3 '" 1.0 X 10-7 m, wg '" 4.0 X 10- '9 m '" 0.85 x 103 

sec-" w~l /w2y '" 0.7 x 10-7, {31 '" 2 X 10-2 b, {33 = 0.5 
X 10-2 b. 

Thus, in this case the application of an external mag
netic field cannot yield the degree of asymmetry P = 1. 
In the absence of the field P, '" 1.4 X 10-4 b, P 3 '" 2.5 
X 10-4 b. The limitations on the external field are: 
Hmax < 10 G, Emax < 10 V/cm. The restriction on the 
magnetic field in this case is more rigorous than for 
the carbon ion. This is explained by the fact that the 
width of the 23p , level in gOing from Z = 6 to Z = 29 
increases by a factor of 106 and the simulation of the 
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nonconservation of parity in accordance with (6) is 
strengthened. However, it is possible to relax the 
limitation on Hmax by strengthening the limitation on 
Emax by the same factor. 

In conclusion we want to emphasize that the carbon 
ion C ll1y seems to us to be the most advantageous and 
to a sufficient degree unique object for measurements. 
Both the value of the magnetic field required to obtain 
complete asymmetry, and also the restriction on the 
magnitude of random electric fields do not appear to us 
to be unrealizable. We now make an estimate of the 
time required to acquire sufficient statistics in the ex
periment. The total number of recorded quanta is equal 
to N = vpYT IT 0, where p is the density of atoms tn the 
required state, v is th~ working volume, T is tile time 
of observation, To = (w 'Yr 1 is the time of irradiatiP/l, 
v is a coefficient characterizing the efficiency of t4~ . 
experiment (the ratio of the number of recorded quanta 
to the number of those emitted). Assuming that for the 
observation of asymmetry it is necessary to have 10 
"required" quanta, Le., a total number of ~ 1013 quanta, 
and assuming that p = 101s atoms/cms (for larger 
values of p the lifetime of the 2 19o level is already de
termined by collisions), Y = 1 cms, v = 10-8 we obtain 
the observation time of T ~ 1 sec. Further we note that 
the frequency of the 2lgo - llgo transition in which we 
are interested lies in the x-ray region (w ~ 330 eY). 
Although this circumstance can make it more difficult 
to measure the degree of circular polarization of the 
radiation it ought not to be an obstacle in measuring the 
degree of asymmetry. And, finally, we make an esti
mate of the size of the transmission band 6.w of the 
filter required to reduce the number of recorded phO
tons from the two-quantum decay. In the case of the 
C ll1y ion the required reduction is by a factor of at 
least 1012• From this we obtain: 6. w/ wS ~ 10- 6• 

The authors are grateful to A .. N. Moskalev, R. M. 
Ryndin and I. B. Khriplovich for usefUl discussions. 
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I)The dependence on R appears when relativistic corrections are correc
tions are taken into account as a result of the singularity of the Dirac 
Coulomb functions in the neighborhood of the nucleus. 

2)ln principle tb.e two terms in (3) can have different constants G I and 
G2 if one takes into account the possibility of the appearance of a 
term of the form 0tlv<!vin the electron current [5]. 

3)We have estimated the magnitude of Ze for He31 atoms by means of 
the formula Ze = [Ze(2 ISo)Ze(2 3SI)] 112, where Ze(2 ISO) = 1.21, 
Ze(2 3SI) = 1.51 [10]. . 

4)ln the l)umerical data for the C 13V and CU66 XXVIII ions givell be
low certain errors which occurred in [7] have been corrected. 
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